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Abstract 
 

The problems of modern nanomedicine as the application of nanotechnology are related with problems of microfluidics, 

because the development of point-of-care testing (POCT) devices for nanomedicine requires various types of disposable 

microfluidic chips. To address this issue we designed luciferase-based microfluidic platform for bioassaying of 

physiological fluids. The platform is based on PMMA chips containing enzymes: NAD(P)H:FMN-oxidoreductase and 

luciferase with substrates of bacterial bioluminescent system immobilized in dried starch droplets (EnzymolumTM). After 

addition of a sample the reagents are releasing from microgel phase and mixing to achieve of bioluminescent signal. The 

signal measurement can be carried out either PMP or MPPC/SiPM, depending on type of POCT device. The parameters 

for sufficient mixing and reagents displacement were studied. Suggested chips do not require laboratory expertise from 

potential user. The prospects for POCT devices on the suggested platform particularly for multiplex biological and 

massive parallel measurements together with nanodiamond-based amplification biobarcode assay will be discussed. The 

research was supported by the grant of the Russian Science Foundation (no.15-19-10041). 
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